the great north carolina hotel tour
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Sanderling • Duck
Ballantyne • Charlotte
Fearrington House • Pittsboro
Old Edwards • Highlands
Proximity • Greensboro

Umstead • Cary
Grove Park • Asheville
Washington Duke • Durham
Carolina Hotel • Pinehurst
Chetola • Blowing Rock

hotels

we love
Starts on page 130

A perfect weekend
at the Sanderling
Resort in Duck
page 200

While living at
the Proximity,
Nancy and Dennis
Quaintance
experienced every
detail — soft robes
and soft beds —
from a guest’s
perspective.

guests
of Honor

Dennis and Nancy Quaintance spent a month “living” in
their own Greensboro hotel. With new insight, they added
even more amenities for a splendid experience.
w r i t t e n b y Susan Stafford Kelly
p h o t o g r a p h y b y stacey van berkel
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If three meals a day, multiplied by 30, and

You’ll feel welcome at the
Proximity, thanks to a friendly
staff — greeting you from
behind a floating desk — that
tends to all of your needs.

S

urely no one ever outgrows the Eloise
fantasy of living in a hotel. Of having the
bed made every day by someone else. Of
hearing that discreet knock on the door, the
polite, slightly questioning utterance — “Room service?” — and having your meal rolled in, uncapped,
and presented with a flourish. Of having everyone,
from the manager to the doorman, know you by
your first name.
The employees of Greensboro’s O.Henry
and Proximity hotels know Dennis and Nancy
Quaintance by name, indeed. The husband-andwife team are the owners, or, in the vernacular of
their trade, hoteliers and proprietors. They bear
no resemblance to the beloved, occasionally bratty,
eternally curious, wild-haired heroine of Kay
Thompson’s Eloise books.
But when Nancy broke her ankle on a European
hiking trip, the couple found themselves as guests
in their own hotel. Hobbled by pins, screws, and
surgery, and unable to drive, Nancy (and, of course,
Dennis) spent 30 days and 30 nights — not quite
Noah and the ark, but still — living in the couple’s
own, well, creations.
Think of it. Are the comforts of home transferable, available in a hotel? Really? That reading
light with the angle you love. The chair you always
sit in, whose back hits the nape of your neck at
just the right place. When you want peanut butter
crackers balanced on your belly while you bingewatch Netflix in bed.
The short answer: yes. The Quaintances have
always designed and furnished their hotels the way

prepared in someone else’s kitchen, sounds like
heaven, the Quaintances would agree. They ate
most breakfasts outdoors, and for lunches and dinners, they never repeated an entrée.
Rooms are furnished with a desk and a table — a
two-top, the better to stare into your sweetie’s eyes,
or to spread the free magazines and newspapers on.
“We read every magazine,” Nancy says. And worked
in every public space, used every public restroom
— Nancy realized people would appreciate a seat
in here while touching up hair and makeup — and
took advantage of every amenity.
Although the couple makes surprise overnight
visits to the O.Henry and Proximity, this stay fell
into a different category and context. You wouldn’t
imagine the necessity of living in a hotel for a
month as the making of a “vulnerable” experience,
but Dennis felt that way.
Normally, the Quaintances regard service and
rooms and food and drink with “squinty eyes.” They
lived and experienced them, however, with “soft
eyes.” Initially, they worried about privacy — would
that extra glass of wine be noticed? — but never
felt theirs was compromised. Dennis describes

the “whole weirdness” of their stay as an “out-ofbody experience.”
“We’re here every day, working,” he says, “But
being here physically and socially — like a guest
— was different.”
In a way, that was beneficial, and ultimately,
as Dennis puts it, “poignant.” Perhaps like watching your children grow up, strike out, and fend for
themselves in the world. A task that living at The
Plaza would undoubtedly have prepared Eloise for,
if she’d ever had to grow up.
Susan Stafford Kelly is a contributing editor of
Our State.

Proximity HOTEL
704 Green Valley Road
Greensboro, NC 27408
(336) 379-8200
proximityhotel.com
Greensboro

they want to, and do, live at home. “We’re our own
demographic,” is how Dennis puts it.
Nancy sews most of her clothes, and at the time
of their month-long hotel stay, she was working on
a poncho with intricate reverse appliqués. Good
lighting was an absolute necessity, and with six
lamps in every room, each with two bulbs that have
two settings, she was able to complete her work
with ease, and illumination. She missed, though,
another occasional table to hold her sewing “stuff,”
and another throw pillow or two for back support.
This just in: additional accent tables and throw pillows have been added at both lodgings.
The shower stool, the “wand” shower head, the
ferrying to off-site meetings and appointments.
Handicap access is a given, and what isn’t right will
be righted. Yes, ma’am, the O.Henry and Proximity
guest services and taxi team can accommodate you.
Let’s face it; the bed’s the thing. “I think it’s

arrogant to tell someone how they want to sleep,”
Dennis says of what he calls the “bed wars” currently raging between hotel chains. When traveling, the two immediately remove the stuffing from
the heavy, hot duvets ubiquitous in European and
American hotels. For their Greensboro hotels, the
coverlet was created in the same fashion: threesheeted, but with a thinner layer of warmth. Hey,
it’s North Carolina, not the North Pole.
Reprinted with permission from Our State magazine.
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proximity

PHOTOGRAPH BY STACEY VAN BERKEL

• Greensboro •
The reception area seems to
float over a dramatic, two-story
atrium, where live orchids adorn
the walls opposite the sweeping,
curved staircases.
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Your Artwork Here

